Local Accompanists
Recommended by the Voice Faculty

Vincent Fuh       608-347-2066  vincentfuh@gmail.com
Scott Gendel      608-320-1807  scottgendel@gmail.com
Satoko Hayami     713-732-8913  hayaming@gmail.com
Chan Mi Jean      812-360-9171  jean2@wisc.edu
Thomas Kasdorf    608-347-2634  tjkasdorf@gmail.com
Michael Keller    715-340-2535  bancroftcammera@yahoo.com
Liupaogo, Ben     510-294-9224  liupaogo@wisc.edu
David Richardson  781-738-2100  drichardson4@wisc.edu
Sarah Williams    920-574-0391  swilliams92494@gmail.com

**An accompanist is required for the Voice audition!**
You may bring your own accompanist, or else make arrangements with someone on this list.

Please be mindful of the individual’s accompanying fee.

*If you are unable to establish contact with one of these individuals, consult the Voice faculty for additional recommendations.*